
Class:2    (word problem) 

1)There are 26 rose plants and 36 beli plants in Srishty’s garden. How many plants are in the garden? 

Solution:  

             Rose plants  are       26 

              Beliplants  are(+)   36 

 --------------------------------------------------- 

           Total                        = 62 

Ans:  62 plants 

2) In a school there are 26 girls and 25 boys in class two. How many students are there in class two in total? 

Solution: 

              Girls are        26 

             Boys are (+)   25 

Total                     =     51 

Ans:  51 students 

3) Raju  bought  fish for 45 Taka and vegetables for 38 Taka from bazar. How much did he spend altogether? 

Solution: 

Raju bought fish for   45  taka 

Vegetables for (+)       38  taka 

Total                       =    83  taka 

Ans:83 taka 

 

4) Riaz  kept 35 catfish and 47 tilapias in his tank. How many fish did he keep in the tank? 

Solution: 

             Riaz kept catfish       35 

               Tilapias (+)               47 

Total                                 =     82 

Ans:82 fishes 



 

5)In the family library of Santi , there are 52  story books and 38 books of other subjects. In total how many books 

are there in the library? 

Solution: 

         Story books are                 52 

Other subjects books are (+)  38 

Total                                        =  90 

Ans:90 books 

 

6)Ali plucked 2 bunches of green coconuts from their trees. There are 19 green coconuts in one bunch and 18 

green coconuts in other bunch. How many  green coconuts are there altogether? 

Solution: 

Green cocunuts in one bunch are           19 

Green coconuts in other bunch are (+)  18 

Total                                                =           37 

Ans:37 coconuts 

7)Reza went to market with 73 taka. He spent 35 taka. How much money was left with him? 

Solution: 

              Reza had     73 taka  

        He spent  (-)     35 taka 

Left                   =       38 taka 

Ans:38 taka 

8) There are 58 students in a classroom, and 34 are girls. How many boys are there? 

            Total students are       58 

            Girls are   (-)                  34 

        Boys are =                         28 

Ans: Boys are 28 

 



9) There are 54 mango trees in a garden.37 are fruited .How many trees are still unfruited? 

Solution: 

Total mango trees are       54 

Fruited are  (-)                     37 

Unfruited trees are     17 

Ans:17 trees 

10) Sima had 8 ten taka  notes .She gave Sumi 4 ten taka notes.How much taka does Sima have? 

Solution: 

Sima had        8×10=80 taka 

Gave Sumi(-)  4×10=40 taka 

Sima have                =40 taka 

Ans: 40 taka 

11) Rumi has  75 marbles  and Raju has 47 marbles .How much more or less does Raju have than Rumi? 

Solution: 

Rumi has         75 marbles 

Raju has (-)     47 marbles 

Rajuhas  less=  28 marbles 

Ans: 28 marbles 

12) Mahir has 23 story books .Apurba has 17 story books. How many more or less books does Apurbo have than 

Mahir? 

Solution: 

Mahir has              23  story books 

Apurbahas(-)       17  story books 

Apurbo has less=   6 story books 

Ans:6 story books. 

 

 



13)18 players of national Cricket team ofSrilanka came to play in Bangladesh. There are 18 players in Bangladesh 

team also. How many players are there in two teams altogether? 

Solution: 

         In Srilanka team               18  players 

        In Bangladesh team (+)   18 players  

Total                                =        36 players 

Ans:36 players. 

14)Ani and his friends went to Probhat-ferry  of 21
st

 February in two groups .In  one group there are 29 persons 

and in  the other are 35 persons. How many persons were in the two groups? 

Solution: 

                 In one group      29 persons 

        Other group (+)         35 persons 

             Total               =     64 persons 

Ans:64 persons 

 

15)In the morning  Akashsaw 42 cars passed in front of his house and 39 cars in the afternoon. How many  cars 

passed in front of his house on this day? 

Solution: 

           In the morning passed        42 cars 

        In the afternoon passed (+)  39 cars 

          Total                    =                  81 cars 

Ans:81 cars 

16) A shopkeeper counts the number of customers to his shop. First day, there were 73 customers .On the next 

day there were 34 customers. How many customers came to his shop in these 2 days? 

Solution: 

             First day there were      73 customers 

       Next day there were  (+)     34 customers 

Total                                      =   107 customers 

Ans: 107 customers. 



17)Sum of the age of mother and daughter is 70.The daughter is 22 years old. How old is the mother? 

Solution: 

 

Total age of mother and daughter is   70  years 

Daughter is                                   (-)        22  years 

Mother is                                       =        48 years 

Ans:48 years. 

18)Jhuma is 8 years older than Rumu. Jhumu is 24 years old. How old is Rumu? 

Solution: 

Jhumu is                                        24  years 

Jhuma is older than Rumu (-)     8 years 

Rumu is                                     =  16 years 

Ans: Rumu is 16 years. 

19) Reza had 35 papers .He gave 18 of them to Meena. How many  papers  are left with Reza? 

Solution: 

                Reza had           35 papers 

He gave Meena(-)           18 papers 

Left                         =         17 papers. 

Ans: 17 papers. 

20)Reza had 28 papers. Meena  had 15 papers. How many papers do they have in total? 

Solution: 

Reza  had                   28  papers 

Meenahad(+)           15 papers 

Total                 =        43 papers 

Ans: 43 papers. 

 

 


